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Investigation into the Performance of a "Reid"
Forced ;,ir Blast Ramjet Combustion Chamber on

a low Pressure Combustion Rig

by

J.S. Drabble

SUNMARY

This report contains an account of an investigation carried out
with a 611 diamneter "Reia" air blast ramjet burner at low inlet pressures
on a coupled pipe test rig.

The results presented cover an operating range of from 16" Hg. abs.
4 to 50"1 Hg.abs. at the burner inlet and show the effect of air blast

injeotion pressure, combustion chamber inlet pressure and temperature,
tailpipe length and tailpipe exit restriction on the combustion stability
range and air specific impulse developed by the burner.

A full description of the test rig and a summary of the initial
calibration of the rig and thrust measuring apparatus are included.
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1 Inla'oftot5.on

1.1 Since the initial development work on ramjet combustion chambersat LL;A.l 2 was carried out on sea level combustion rigs exhausting

to atmospheric pressure and with the inlet air pressures in the region
of 2J - 31 atmos. abs., and since, as is well knovn, burner performance
deteriorates, as regards both stability 'range and combustion efficiency
as the inlet pressure is decreased, the need arose for an investigation
of burner performance under simulated altitude conditions.

1.2 To satisfy this requirement a coupled pipe rig equipped for thrust
measurement was constructed, in which the ramjet exhaust gases were dis-
charged into a cooled' settling chamber which was maintained at a low
pressure by exhauster pumps.

1.3 Initially the air supplied to the ramjet was drwn through a con-
trol valve from the atmosphere, thus limiting the test range to burner
inlet pressures of 1 atmos. abs. or less. The rig was, howevr, sub-
sequently modified by the installation of centrifugal compressors in the
supply line to enable supply pressures up. to 2 atmos. abs. to be obtained,
thus bridging the gap between the operating ranges of the existing sea
level combustion rigs and the original simulated altitude rig with atmos-
pheric inlet.

2 The Aim and Scope of the Investigation

The experimental work reported herein was carried out to determine
the performance at low inlet pressures of a 6" diameter "Reid" forced
air blast burner, a combustion system which had previously been, developed
and calibrated on a sea level coupled pipe combustion rig. 2

In particular an investigation was made of the effect on combustion
stability range and air specific impulse of variation in the following
parameters:-

(I) Air blast injection pressure
(Ii) Burner Inlet Pressure
2i,) Burner Inlet Temperature
(iv) Tailpipe length
Cv) Tailpipe exit area

All these tests were carriea out with a Mark V .ight type burner
(see Ref.2), since it was desired mainly to investigate the effect of low
pressures on an existing design, rather than to improve the altitude
performance by modifination of the burner geometry.

The tailpipe exit area was reduced with a restriotor having a
single radius profile and a parallel outlet.

3 Description of Test Ri.

3.1 A schematic layout of, the rig: as It is at present is shown in
Fig. 1.

3.2 .'Air ente rs the rig, aither fromn -the centrifugal compresrs or
'from abm~sphere, and is controlled in pressure by means of a'blow-offvalve snd a barrel throttle valve. It then passes through two electrio
heI. ers in series, a flame trap and a conical colander t the+ustea
motion of the tunnel.

'R RICT E "
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3.3 Thence it flows radially into the nozzle box, through a nozzle to
the burner and tailpipe. The tailpipe gases exhaust into a water
Jacketed exhaust tunnel 24 inches in diameter where they are spray
cooled, and then via an exhaust main in which is installed a tubular
cooler, to the exhauster pucaps.

3.4 The nozzle box, nozzle, burner and tailpipe assembly is mounted
on rollers which oentralise the sliding joints, thus enabling the leaks
between adjacent sections to be kept to a minimum.

3.5 Fixed to the upstream end of the nozzle box is a push rod which
operates the thrust measuring apparatus. 3  The pressure on the end
faces of the sliding joints is equalised by pressure balance pipes,
thus eliminating error in thrust measurement aue to change in exhaust
tunnel pressure.

3.6 All connections to the floating section are made via 36 inch
lengths of flexible pipe hanging vertically in a tower above the burner.
As the horizontal movement of the burner is not more than 0.020 inch
the horizontal force compenent in the flexible pipes caused by this
movement has been neglected.

3.7 The total temperature and total and static pressures at the burner
inlet are measured by a suction pyrometer and a standard B.S.S. pitot-
static point installed respectively upstream and downstream of the nozzle.

3.8 A large door on each side of the exhaust tunnel gives access to
the burner and tailpipe and four I1 inches diameter quartz windows in
each door, together with a 6 ins. diameter perspex windor on the top
of the tunnel opposite the end of the tailpipe, allow visual examination.

3.9 An R.A.E. high energy ignition system was used to ignite the ramjet
in preference to a standard aircraft booster coil, as it was found that
the higher energy release of the former facilitated ignition at low
pressures.

3.10 The fuel system as installed provides two independent fuel supplies
to the burner. Fuel flow is measured in the primary system by means of
rotameters having a range of 0 - 600 lbs/hr. and in the secondary system
by rotameters with a range of 20 - 1800 lbs/hr. Each system is supplied
by a separate fuel pump, coarse control being effected by a bypass circuit
and .fine control by a needle valve. Volumetric flasks are installed for
rotame tar calibration.

3.11 A compressed air.supply for the forded air blast atomisation is
controlled by a third needle control valve.

3.12 Connections for measuring the pressure of the fuel and air blast
are made as close to the burner as possible.

3.13 Manometer tubes are used to indicate the following pressures:-
chamber inlet static an&l chamber inlet total as: Maead th", itot i
static tube for calculating the air mass flow; exhaust w1in sttiou f 
pressure box static and downstream sliding Joint statio. Vhen* a. tail-
pipe exit restriator is,used _:saaitorl ?fla-m~ aele re+ t- r .....
pressure at the restrictor outlet ,.

4. 1 As the air mass flow was to be calculetd fr o i
inlet total temperature, the- totaland the s.cttio
calibration was essential.

5j
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4.2 This calibration was made firstly to ensure that the velocity
distribution over the measuring section was uniform and unaffected
by the geometry of the burner; secondly, to ensure that the tempera-
ture distribution was uniform; and thirdly, to determine the flow
discharge coefficient in the plane of the pitot-static point.

4.3 The method adopted consisted in traversing the chamber across
two perpendicular diameters with the burner removed and then repeat-
ing the traverse with the burner in position.

4.4 After adjustment of the conical colander because of uneven
distribution the results shown in Figs. 2 to 4 were obtained. Figs. 2
and 3 show the velocity distribution across the chamber inlet for two
different velocities, and inlet pressures of 20 ins. Hg.obs. and
29 ins. Hg.abs. respectively. Fig.4 shows the velocity distribution
at the chamber inlet with the burner and a 5 ft. tailpipe in position.

4.5 The results show that the velocity distribution is the same in
all cases and does not vary appreciably across the section, and that
the discharge coefficient is equal to 0.97.

4.6 Figs. 5 and 6 show the. temperature distribution at the chamber
inlet for the two heators used separately. The distribution with
either heater in both the vertical and horizontal planes is satisfac-
tory.

4.7 A cold burner pressure loss curve was taken for the "Reid" air
blast burner. It agreed, to within I 5 with that previously obtained
on the sea level rig.

4.8 When the thrust gear was installed a comparison was made between
the exit momentum, calculated from the air mass flow and velocity, and
the thrust as indicated by the thrust gear. In all cases the agree-
ment was within 2-%, the majority of comparisons being within j29

5 General Procedure and Experimental Technique

5.1 In the course of the investigations many combinations of air
blast pressure, chamber inlet pressure and temperature, tailpipe length
and exit restrictor size were tested, and for each combination tried a
stability curve was taken. In obtaining this curve, the rich and weak
combustion extinction limits were determined and the main fuel flow
plotted against pilot fuel flow at extinction, all the other variables
being fixed for any one curve.

5.2 The following experimental procedure was adopted in obtaining a
stability curve. After starting the exhauster pumps the inlet throttle
valve was opened and air caused to flow through the rig by slowly opening
the main exhaust valve. The air temperature was raised to approximately
the required value, and the ater for the cooling sprays and the tailpipe
turned on. This latter operation automatically closed a switch inserted
in the ramjet igoition circuit as a precautionary measure.

5.3 The high energy ignition system, which causes a regular discharge

across the surface of an insulator from a. centre electrode to the inside
surface of the conical-flame stabiliser was switched on. * The ramjet
pilot fuel flow wms then slowly increased until ignition took place,
when the igniter was switched off. The fuel flow was suitably set so
that by opening the main exhaust valve sufficiently the ramjet exhaust
became Choked.

6.
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5 'The chaber inlet pressure and temperature were then set to the
required values by means of the inlet throttle valve and the heater
montrols, and held at these values for the duration of the test.
Finally,- the fuel flow was inoreased using either the pil.ot or the main
fuel control, until. combustion extinction occurred, at which point
readings were recorded of the total temperature, static pressure and
total pressure minus static pressure at the combustion chamber ' inlet
together with readings of the fuel flows. From these values the air
mass flow and, if required, the air buel ratio, were caloulated. The
weak extinction limit vas then obtained in similar fashion and the
whole procedure repeated at various pilot fuel flaws.

5.5 Stability curves were obtained by repeating the technique for a
series of combustion chamber inlet pressures, burner air blast pressures,
tailpipe lengths end restrictor sizes.

5.6 Fran an inspection of the stability curves a value of pilot fuel
flow was chosen, for particular inlet conditions, which gave a wide
range of main fuel flow between rich and weak extinctions. With com-
bustion initiated, inlet conditions held steady and the exhaust choked,
the pilot fuel flow was set as chosen and the main fuel flow set at a
value approaching that at weak extinction. The value of the thrust,
as indicated on the thrust measuring apparatus, was noted, together
with the static pressures at the combustion chamber inlet, tailpipe
exit and in the pressure box, and the total pressure minus statid
pressure at the combustion chamber inlet. From these figures the
Air Specific Impulse, SA, was calculated and the value plotted against
the air fuel ratio. The procedure was repeated for several increas-
ing values of the main fuel flow until rich extinction was reached.
The whole curve was repeated for a series of combustion chamber inlet
pressures, burner air blast pressures, tailpipe lengths and restric-gor
sizes.

5.7 - Throughout the tests the fuel used was Standard Aviation Kerosine
to Specification D.EUG.R.D. 24.82 with a maximum of 1% oil added. Towards
the end of the tests, for reasons briefly discussed in paragraph 7.4,
the fuel was selected so as to maintain the vapour pressure, measured
at 12Oco, within close limits.

6 Summary of Results

6.1 C ombustion tests with "Reid" flight type burner and a 5 ft tailpipe

6.11 Figs.7 to 11 show the stability curves obtained using air
inlet pressures of 26, 23, 20, 18 and 16 ins. Hg.abs. respectively and
an inlet temperature of 1200.

6.12 The thrust was measured along a line of fixed pilot fuel
flow., suitable, at a particular chamber inlet pressure, for all the
air blast pressures. Figs.12 to 16 show the value of the air specific
impulse, SA, plotted against total air fuel ratio, illustrating the
effect of air blast pressure, for chamber inlet static pressures of
26 to 18 ins. Hg.abs. and a chamber inlet total temperature of 120°c,
the pilot fuel flows being as indicated on the graphs.

6.2 Combustion tests with "Reid" flight type burner and a 5 ft.1O, ins.
tailplys

6.21 Stability loops plotted as pilot fuel flow against main fuel
flow, using various air blast pressures, are' presented in Figs.17 to 20,
for chamber inlet static pressures of 50, 26, 20 and 16 ins. Hg.abs.
respectively and a chamber inlet total temperature of 12000.
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6.22 Figs.21 to 24 show the variation in air specific impulse 7
along lines of constant pilot fuel flow at various air blast pressures..
and chamber inlet static pressures of 50, 26, 20 and 16 ins. Hg.sbs.
respectively.

6.23 A chamber inlet total temperature of 750C was used for
further tests, the results of which are shown in Figs.25 to 27 in which
are plotted stability loops shovring pilot fuel flow at chamber inlet
pressures of 26, 20 and 18 ins. Hg.abs. respectively for various air
blast pressures, as indioa.ted.

6.24 The values of air specific impulse versus air fuel ratio
at chamber inlet static pressure of 26 and 20 ins. Hg.abs. and an
inlet total temperature of 7500 are plotted in Figs. 28 and 29 showing
the effect of two air blast pressures.

6.25 The effect that chamber inlet temperature has on stability
is shown in Fig.30 where the stability curves obtained at a chamber
inlet pressure of 26 ins. Hg.abs. and air blast pressure of 50 Ibs/in2

above chamber pressure using a 5 ft.l-0 ins. tailpipe at three inlet
temperatures are plotted. The temperature effect is very marked, both
rich and weak extinction limits, and particularly the former, being
weakened by an increase in temperature.

6.3 Combustion tests using tailpipes with exit restrictors

6.31 l51/o exit restrictor

Similar stability curves were obtained as writh parallel tailpipes,
and Fig.31 shows pilot fuel flw versus main fuel flow at 26 ins. Hg.abs.
inlet static pressure for t%-o air blast pressures when using a 5 ft.lO- ins.
tailpipe.

6.32 Tailpipe lengths quoted w.ilst using a restrictor include
the length of the restrictor.

6.33 The curves of air specific impulse versus air-fuel ratio
for a 5 ft.l0 ins. tailpipe at 26 ins. Hg.abs. and air blast pressures
of 40 and 50 Ibs/in2 above chamber pressure are shown in Figs.32 and 33
respectively.

6.34 30% exit restrictor

An attempt was made, using a 5 ft-102 ins, tailpipe and Alik restric-
tor, to obtain a. stability loop, but it vas not found possible to increase
the main fuel flow above 200 lbs/hr., although attempts were made at ele-
vated temperatures at 26 ins. Hg.abs. inlet static pressure.

6.35 With a tailpipe length of 4 ft. I01 ins. a small stability
loop was obtained at 1200 and an air blast pressure of 30 Ibs/in2 above
chamber pressure. Similarly a curve was obtained with a tailpipe length
of 4 ft.3 ins., both of which are shown in Fig.3_4.

6.36 The effect of air blast pressure on the stability when using
a 4 ft.3 ins. tailpipe is shown in Figs.35 and 36 for chamber inlet
static pressures of 26 and 20 ins. Hg.abs. respectively.

a - .37 The values of the air specific impulse obtained while using
a 4 ft, 3 !A. tailpipe with a 30, exit restrictor are shon plotted
a$ainst'air-fue1 ratio for two air blaskt.pressures and at chamber inlet
pressures of 26 and 20 ins. Hg.absA in Figs.37 an, 38 respectely.

8,
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6.38 For comparison between the p erformance o f the burnez' ihen
using a -5 ft.14 Ina. parallel tailpipe and a 5 ft.10* ins. tailpipe '
'with a 15% reitrictor, the Pigs.39 and 4+0 show the, stability fox' both
cases, In both instances the chamber inlet conditions are 26 ins.
Hg.abs. and 1200C, using an air blast pressure of 40 lbs/in2 above the
chamber pressure.- Fig.39 stows the results plotted as pilot fuel flow
versus main fuel flow, while Fig.40 shoya the overall air fuel ratio
plotted against the pilot fuel flovi.

6.4 Comparison between different burners of the same desig

6.41 in conclusion, as a check on the variation in performbtce to
be expected, unbAr low pressure conditions, among different burners
manufactured to the same design, comparative tests were made on three
flight type burners, which -were numbered 2, 3 and 4, all the tests so
far presented in this report having been carried out on. No.4.

6.42 The performance of each of these burners under sea level
pressure c onditions , -both a s regards com~bustion stability and air
specific impulse, had been de-termined: by previous tests and was kniown
to be substantially identical.

6.4.3 The comparative tests, the results of -which are plotted
in Figs.4l to 4.3, took the form of three sets of stability loops,
Pig.4l shows the stability at chamber inlet conditions of 26 ins. lig.abs.
and 12000, air blast pressure of 40 lbs/in? above chamber pressure and
with a parallel tailpipe 5 ft. lO ' ins, long.

6.44 Although the stability curves appear similar in shape there
Is quite a wide scatter in the weak main extinctions.

6.45 Similarly, stability curves were obtained using a 4 'f. ns
tailpipe and a 30% reatrictor at chamber inlet conditions of 26 ins.
Hg.abs. and 12000. FiLgs.42 and'43 show the curves obtained b platting
the results 'when using air blast pressures of 50 and 30 lbe/i above
chamber pressure. The shape of the curves differs widely from burner
to burner and the experimental scatter is great.

6.46 *A dimensional check was made of the burners but examination
of this did not give arW indication as to the cause of the scatter.

6.4;7 Limited time did not allow more than a brief attempt-'to find.
the cause of the variation in perfo 'rmance. The cone on burner No.4 'was
moved m.60 ins. don rea relatiive to the fuel jets, but this did not
alter the performance a26ins. RHg.abs at al see Fig..)

6.48 Each burner in turn was 'mourited on a spray rig with atmos-
pheric inlet sir pr~essure, and in addition to a visual examination of
the spray pattern produced by *th main jets, a note vwas made of the fuel
flaw, at 'which each, jet started to spray consistently 'when the supply was
inoreasod from zero. The resulta- are shown in TableI 'and it w133, be
noted that while buraerB ?dii2 and 3*haysfufl spiiy atundbr 200 lbs/hZ',
burner No.4 is not functioning completely until 700, lbs/hr.

6.49 Por this reason it 'wis irecided to ake 'the maintuel spr a,
on 'burner No.2, less uniform'by blanking one of the main "jeUs. This
weas Wn and the result is s *hown in Pig4.4. _the shape of theatsbiluty
curve has alte-ed, tth8 rich main' etinotns becmn a-r ~ o

resa fuel. pressuze influencing j*ear ls41esi'ei'i ooin
of the- alir'blaat jei-ccoure;"- iL. 4fs begiuns to tl w t*i W
jet. I is apparen fmth. rsl'thtii 'ereOf & r~
Opray issuing from the main Jat exriea ~l b etd, aur~
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effect on the shape of the stability loop; but, at the same time, i.t
does not appear probable that the whole of the difference between the
stability loops produced by the T:hree burners can be attributed to
this cause. Unfortunately, lack of time and testing facilities
prevented further investigation of this matter.

7 Discussion and Conclusions

7.1 In the course of the experimental work and from an examination of
the results several factors were noted which, although of secondary
importance at high chamber inlet pressures, appear, under low presmre
conditions, to influence the performance of the burner to a marked
degree.

7.2 In the first place it will be seen (from Fig.8 with an air blast
pressure of 40 lbs/in2 for example) that under some-operating conditions,
with a given pilot fuel flow, the rich extinction curve is re-entrant,
i.e. it is possible to obtain two distinct rich extinction limits, and
two distinct weak extinction limits for the same pilot fuel floi7 depend-
ing on the manner in vhich these limits are approached. This phenomenon
may, in general, be attributed to an asymmetric, poorly atomised, or
pulsating spray issuing from the main fuel jets at lo%- values of main
fuel flow, before these jets are functioning properly; haoever, this
explanation is not always valid. This effect, which was not observed
on the sea level test rig, becomes important under altitude conditions
partly because the flameholding properties of the stobilising cone are
already impaired by the decreased inlet air pressure, and pertly, oring
to the reduced air density, the unstable fuel flowa range is moved closer
to the stoichiometri mixture strength.

7.3 Secondly, at altitude, the stability of the burner is more sensi-
tive than at sea level to the degree of atomisation and spray pattern
produced by the fuel jets. In evidence, thb large variation in extinc-
tion limits caused by change in air blast pressure, and the inconsistency
between different burners of the same design may be quoted. ioreover,
the maximum air specific impulse developed, at sea level, alvys. increases
very slightly with increase in air blast pressure, vAhereas at altitude
no such simple relationship between the t-o quantities appears to hold.

7.4 Thirdly, it became increasirgly evident as the tests proceeded
that some uncontrolled factor was affecting the results, and after a
prolonged search it vas proved that the physical properties of the fuel,

in particular the vapour pressure at the operating temperature affected
the combustion limits. This matter, which has only been mentioned briefly

in this report, forms the subject of a separate detailed investigation,
the results of which are presented in Ref.4.

7.5 Apart from these observations, the effect of reduced inlet pressure
on the burner performance follows in general the lines anticipated, and
the conclusions drawn from the results may be summrised as follows:-

Conclusions

1. Decrease in chamber inlet pressure below about 1 atmos. abs. is
accompanied by a progressive decrease in stability range.

2. The maximum air specific impulse also decreases with inlet pressure,
and the mixture strength at vich this maximum impulse is developed
becomes richer, probably because a considerable fraction of the total
fuel injected remains unburnt.

10.
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3. By selecting the appropriate operating conditions (pilot fuel
flow, and air blast pressure) stable combustion can be maintained at
a chamber inlet pressure of 16 ins. 11g.abs. At these conditions
the burner develops a maximum air specific impulse of 133 at an air
fuel ratio of 8:1, using a tailpipo 5 ft.102 ins. in length.

4. An increase in chamber inlet temperature weakens both the weak
and rich extinction limits and increases the maximum air specific
impulse. This behaviour, Ahich also occurs at sea level oQndition,
is presumably o direct result of the increased vaporisation of the fuel
at the higher temperature. J

5. A change in tailpipe length from 5 ft to 5 ft.l0 - ins. does not
affect the stability limits appreciably, except at points where the
extraneous effects referred to in para.7.2 exert an overriding influence
on the performance.

6. As expected, the maximum air specific impulse developed increases
with increase in tailpipe length, probably because with the longer pipe
the time available for combustion is greater.

7. The effect of tailpipe exit restriction on stability is somewhat
irregular, but, in general, an increase in restriction closes the
stability loop, and appears to exaggerate the effect referred to in
para. 7. 2.

8. As regards the effect of tvilpipe restriction on maximum air
specific impulse, it appears that, as the percentage restriction is
increased from zero, the maximum air specific impulse also increases
until it reaches a value of approximately 150 vith 150" restriction.
When, hovever, this optimum condition is reached, the stability range
has become so small, that further restriction is only possible in
conjunction with a decrease in tailpipe length and no further increase
in air specific impulse can be obtained by these means.

This situation is analogous to several previously encountered
during ground level tests ith different designs of ramjet burners,2

1t being found impossible to increase the maximum air specific impulse
above a critical value by any means fhatever without the intervention
of violent and unstable combustion.

t11
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* TABrJB I

Fuel Flow (lbs/hr.)

Burner No. 2 .3 4~

Jet No.

1 55 50 150

2 55 -180 50-150 700

3 55-180 50-150 150

The jets are numbered in a clockwise direction,
starting from thie pilot jet, looking downstream.
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